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Internships & Work practice

Solo Exhibition

Exhibition organizer Urbfest 2022
Founder of KAIROS spoken word collective 2021

2021 ‘Hands Up’ , Taidegalleria Albert, Helsinki
2022 ‘Gursha’ , Luna Gallery, Helsinki

Assistant / Prainha Residência Artística

Group Exhibitions

General maintenance and assisting other artists in residence
Itanhaem, Sao Paolo, Brazil
April - May 2019

Workshop organizer/ Tate exchange Program
Planning and setting up workshop with a group, installing video
exhibition, social media promotion
London, United Kingdom
January 2018

Exhibition Guard / Tampereen Taidemuseo
Guarding the paintings, helping visitors
Tampere, Finland
July - August 2017

Assistant for Finlayson Art Area project / Himmelblau
Painting the area
Tampere, Finland
May 2016

Assistant/ AKart Agency
Installation of exhibition, editing text, research
June - August New York, USA
2014

Education
Tampere Ammattikorkeakoulu
Media & Fine Art Bachelor’s Degree
2014 - 2018, Finland

Languages:
English - mother tongue
Finnish - fluent
German - intermediate
Spanish - beginner

2020 Oulu Music Festival
2018 Maailmantango Festival, Runokahvila, Tampere
2018 6th Moscow International Biennale for young art,
MMOMA, Moscow
2018 Hot Futures, Himmelblau, Tampere
2018 Video screening ‘25 times’, Reading Assembly Tate
Exchange Program, Tate Modern, London
2017 Pidgin, Yogiga Gallery, Seoul
2017 Elusive Matters, Uulu Kulttuurikeskus, Tampere
2017 Elusive Matters - pop-up, Pyynikin Trikoo, Tampere
2016 Desire: Double Edged Sword, Nykyaika, Tampere
2016 Desire: Double Edged Sword, OCAD, Toronto
2015 Desire: Double Edged Sword, Bethanian, Berlin
2015 Fleeting Spaces, Rajatila, Tampere
2013 Veeran Verstas Taidenäyttely, Veeran Verstas, Oulu

Residencies
2020 TuoTuo Residency, Joutsa, Finland
2019 Prainha Residência Artística, Itanhaem, Brazil

Performances
2021 UrbanApa Festival x Ateneum, Finland
2020 Yökylä festivaali, Tampere, Finland
2020 Black lives matter Charity Show, Finland
_______

Published
2021 NoNiin Magazine, Finland
2021 Ruskeat Tytöt, Finland

Most recent Artist Statement
GURSHA
solo exhibition with contributing artists
Growing up, eating Ethiopian food was a ceremonious occasion. We would sit around the same plate and dine
from the same dish; sharing this plate and eating with our hands, we connected with each other through the
food. And although we take handfuls of food for our own hunger, we remember to take a moment to feed
someone else. This tradition is called gursha. It is an act of affection, care, and respect.
Gursha is one example of practising relational presence, meaning:
‘I am in relation to ___. Therefore I am.’
In a world where personal needs are often prioritized, this is an important reminder for the nature of symbiotic
existence - to nurture and be nurtured; to serve and be served; to give, and to receive.
Kihwa-Endale is a multi-dimensional artist presenting parts of her painting series Hands Up. With this exhibition
she intends to play and expand the notion of a solo exhibition by practising relational presence. During the
exhibition, other artists are invited to share their artworks and ideas, that are in relation to the paintings from
Hands Up.
When I started this series HANDS UP I was living in my own world of hurt, and so my perceptions, my love and my
art reflected this.
I focused on portraying Black men wearing clothing that was used to racially profile them.
I wanted to fight stereotypes with intensity.
The title HANDS UP was coined with police brutality in mind. But this quickly revealed how heavily I was leaning
on the narrative of victimhood and internalized racism, amongst other -isms.
Slowly I felt the need to express light and love with equal intensity.
The paintings you see today are what has come out of chaotic introspection, decolonization, emotional work and
learning how to take care of plants.
The term HANDS UP has shifted its meaning with the paintings.
We do not only lift our hands in surrender and defense,
but also to praise, to celebrate, to dance;
We use them to pull each other up
The Black Lives movement in 2020 was another pivotal catalyst. All the mirror paintings I had up to that point
have all been erased by now. They were no longer relevant once I started to ask:
Who am I without my mirrors?
Growing up without community, I relied heavily on media and books to show me who I am, as someone
identifying to be American, and an Ethiopian descendent.
This resulted in a sense of identification with black pain and victimhood.
This is not all of what it means to be a part of the African diaspora.
I would also try to fit into the aforementioned community (that i wasn’t actively belonging to) through music,
clothes, or language. I held on to little comments by other people that seemed to accept me as black or African
and internalized the ones that rejected me.
This only unsettled my relationship to my Self.

These works are a way for me to find freedom, and some truth. In a way, they have been my way of claiming my
own version of identity, and restructuring my worldviews.
Circling back to passive change, each of these works have their own lifespan. They grow in symbiosis with my
own personal growth.

